Conformational variability of nucleo-cytoplasmic transport factors.
The transport of macromolecules between the nucleus and cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells is largely mediated by a single family of transport factors, the karyopherin or importin beta-like family. Structural and biochemical evidence suggests conformational flexibility of these modular HEAT-repeat proteins is crucial for their regulation. Here we use small angle x-ray scattering to assess the extent of conformational variation within a set of nuclear import and export factors. The study reveals that importin beta, transportin, and the exportin Xpo-t share a similar S-like superhelical conformation in their unbound state. There are no obvious differences in the overall structures that might generally distinguish nuclear export from nuclear import mediators. Two other members of the family, the exportins Cse1 and Xpo1, possess a significantly more globular conformation, indicating that the extended S-like architecture is not a hallmark of all karyopherins. Binding of RanGTP/cargo to importin beta, transportin, and Xpo-t triggers distinct conformational responses, suggesting that even closely related karyopherins employ different mechanisms of conformational regulation and that cargo and nuclear pore-interacting surfaces of the different receptors may be unique.